HARRIS CORPORATION IN INDIA

SERVING THE INDIAN MARKET FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS

Harris Corporation is a leading technology innovator, solving customers' toughest mission-critical challenges by providing solutions that connect, inform and protect. Harris supports government and commercial customers around the world. Learn more at harris.com.

Harris has provided advanced technology solutions to the Indian market for more than 20 years, and has an established presence in New Delhi.

In-country operations include sales, engineering and testing, and engineering services for all business areas. Harris has relationships with local companies to develop solutions that are strongly aligned with India’s current and future needs.

SOLUTIONS FOR INDIA

- Defence
- Public Safety
- Geospatial Services
- Air Traffic Management
- Weather and Environmental Sensing
- Engineering Services

harris.com | #harriscorp
DEFENCE
Harris is one of the leading defence contractors and OEMs in the field of night vision devices, communication equipment, radars, sonars, sensors and Electronic Warfare (EW) equipment for homeland and border security. Harris offers products and systems that provide the critical edge in today’s battlefield. The company has a proven commitment to helping ensure India’s security.

- Tactical Systems, Radios, Night Vision Goggles
- Undersea Systems, Radars, Electronic Warfare

PUBLIC SAFETY
Harris is a leading provider of trusted communications solutions for those who defend, protect and serve. Harris provides advanced IP voice and data networks; secure, next-generation public safety-grade LTE solutions and applications for voice, video and data; and industry leading multiband, multimode radios, including P25 radios.

- Radios, Dispatch Systems/Consoles
- Network Switching and Management
- Station and Site Equipment

GEOSPATIAL SERVICES
Harris provides geospatially-based analytics, insights and answers with automated tools that make sense of geospatial data overloads. As the leader in image science, Harris’ scientifically-proven ENVI® analytics software can be used to extract actionable information from geospatial data while our custom data solutions are developed to meet mission-specific requirements. Harris’ Geiger-mode LiDAR sensor collects high-resolution data faster and more cost effectively than traditional sensors.

- Nationwide Mapping (LiDAR)
- Geospatial Analytics
- Custom Geospatial Software Solutions

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Harris Air Traffic Management solutions improve communications, reduce carbon emissions and increase situational awareness. Harris telecommunications infrastructure connects systems and operations across regions to provide secure, scalable air traffic growth. In 2018, the company was selected by Airports Authority of India to modernize the air traffic management communications infrastructure.

- Telecommunications Infrastructure and Services
- Voice Communication Systems
- System Wide Information Management
- Airport and Airline Operations Management

WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING
Harris designs advanced technologies that capture, analyze and visualize data from every altitude to improve understanding and prediction of weather and climate, and enhance Earth observation. Harris electro-optical sensors and payloads are on multiple next-generation weather systems.

- Spaceborne Weather and Climate Sensors and Payloads
- Ground Processing and Distribution
- Weather Data Analytics

ENGINEERING SERVICES
Harris has strategic partnerships in the areas of software development and testing, which support existing products and new technology development.

HARRIS CUSTOMERS IN INDIA
DEFENCE: Indian Armed Forces
PUBLIC SAFETY: Mumbai Police Force
AVIATION: Airports Authority of India
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